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The New Work Life
The Recent New Work Business Oriented Meetings
THE NEW LIFE-STYLE
AFTER: MAKING THINGS, AND BEFORE: TAKING BACK THE CONTROLS.

During this current year (2001) ever since the dot-com bubble began to suddenly
contract, I have found myself in a sequence of meetings that were sharply different
in their tone, and rhythm, and their focus from any that I had experienced with
similar groups before. The majority of these talks took place in California, in the
vicinity of the fabled Silicon Valley, but a number also occurred in Michigan and in
North and South Carolina. A few also happened in European countries, especially
in Germany. The common theme of all of these conversations was the establishing
of new business enterprises. Which meant that several entrepreneurs were present
in each of them. But among the attendees were also many who hoped to work in
these new enterprises. The fundamental common denominator was that these were
to be full-fledged New Work business enterprises. They would not only institute
one or another aspect of New Work but be organized around the idea that three
different kinds should be established.
I still have a great number of friends in California from the years when I taught at
Stanford and at Berkeley. Many of these were now enmeshed and some were
prominent in the notorious dot-com communities. Almost all of these evenings
were arranged in haste, and even the physical posture with which these start-up
and venture capitalist people sat in their chairs (or on the floor) was telling: not
relaxed, but crouched and prepared to pounce.
I will make an effort to describe one specific aspect of these conversations. The
mood after the collapse in San Francisco, around Stanford and in the Silicon Valley
has been much mis-described: most people were not anywhere near the verge of
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panic. The “collapse of the dot-com economy” (a phrase many papers used) did not
produce a sense of despair, but instead the mood of an Ash Wednesday: the
carnival had ended, and one was back again in the tedium of everyday life.
This is accurate, but it omits one brightly colored facet. In all of the United States,
but particularly in California and most especially in the magic circle of those who
had managed to get seats on the roller-coaster of the e-business wealth, an air of
jubilant hopefulness had lasted for several years. People basked in the
extravagance of life, like wine out of a shoe they had poured the incredible and
fantastic over their heads and faces. And, crucially important, they walked into the
future as if it were an orchard, all ready and ripe and begging to be picked. The
fantasy of “limitless possibilities,” the idea that everything and anything at all can
be achieved if one only tries, lies always just under the surface of consciousness in
the USA. It was that idea which had managed to become king of the hill for ten
years.
These groups by no means consisted only of people whose businesses had failed or
who had lost their jobs. Many of them sat firmly in plush upper management
chairs. What shocked them was partly the suddenness of the collapse, but in many
the conflict and the turmoil reached down deeper. A good number were engineers,
and with them the expression was often particularly clear. It was not just that the
machine, which they had helped to build, or in which they existed, had faltered; the
error in the design was bad, and bordered on the grotesque. They had come to
realize that this was a machine that broke and fell apart and could not function as
soon as it slowed down; it needed to be in white heat or else it disintegrated and
collapsed. That thought cut right through the understructure of their confidence
and, therefore, their tone of voice and their posture was now very different from
that of the last ten years.
It seemed as if in the most amazingly short time their optimism had been
extinguished—covered by a snowfall of gray ashes. And what remained once that
dusk began to settle was ever so remarkable and telling. The people who came to
these evening conversations saw very clearly both sides: On one level they
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recognized the immense power of the dynamic of our sickly culture: it could no
longer be denied that the process of the polarization, between the ever fewer rich
sitting high on flagpoles and the ever greater mass of the poor drowning in mud
would now go forward with even more unbridled force and yet greater speed. And
that this would naturally and with stringent logic also further encourage the
process of spiraling down deeper into the ever more appalling trash, in which by
now so much of politics and advertising and the betrayed promise of the media,
and also the manufacturing of products (which is what they most cared about), but
also of course the quality of work and of education. Yes, they recognized this
further devolution – and it matters a great deal, that these were from among the
very best and most successful, that they were part of the elite, of the best trained
palace guard, and that this was the picture burnt into their minds, and not into the
minds of down-and-out, dubious failures.
Still, that was not the core. That was the backdrop. In the center were rightly and
justifiably their own lives. And how did they see these? The cliché is of course the
treadmill, the rat running in the wheel of a turning cage and racing ever faster but
staying in exactly the same place. But this does not describe their past experience
accurately. They had raced, had exhausted themselves, had given everything they
had, and nonetheless, in spite of that they had quite suddenly slipped down an
incline and were now only inches from an abyss. Their lives seemed to them dry
and arid, sore from a continuity of constant frictions, and above all exhausting. The
quintessence of all of them was the increasing speed, the increasing pressure, the
bit by bit capitulation, the withdrawing from the blistering brushfire behind yet
another trench and then yet another, until there was no territory left, and
everything had been surrendered. For that, all of them together had one and the
same, forever repeated, simple sentence – simple as those carved sometimes in
stone, or simple as some found in the Old Testament: We did not have a life.
That brought up a theme which New Work had played often, on many instruments
and in may variations: the “not-lived-life.” Up to a point, this specter had been the
ultimate reason for the endeavor of New Work from the very start. The question
was, is there some means, by which the great majority which Do Not Live Their
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Lives could be assisted across a bridge right into life? To which we gave the
answer, yes. That bridge is work they really, really want to do! In these circles, in
the summer of 2001, that question lay in the very middle of the floor.
They did not mean that their lives had stopped with the dot-com collapse. Far from
it. They were talking about a long stretch of their past. The last ten years, the way
they had spent them, that was not a life! The brilliant light of the hyped up hope on
the horizon had distracted them just enough so that they did not fully notice it,
though they really suspected all along. And now with that light extinguished the
question was: where are we? Shall we sit still and let the gray drizzle fall – or is
there some chink, some narrow passageway, that against all odds is still a way out
of this valley?
If anything about the atmosphere of these gatherings was luminously evident it
was surely that there was not some trinket, some cosmetic change, yet another
gadget or quick-fix-recipe that would meet their need. The impression was that
they had all built up an immunity, a hefty resistance against the whole of that
pharmacology. They now demanded something encompassing and tested, that
would transform their existence into something that would count again as a life.
Many of them I had known for years. Any number of them had at some point been
my students. Part of the change in mood that had occurred was that they did not
want an intellectual discussion. We had had many. Now, however, they did not
want to debate whether New Work could be the answer to the power of the
corporations, or a hope for the Third World, or a response to the splitting in two of
our culture, or a path out of unemployment. The atmosphere was existential. Now,
their own lives, their own future was at stake. They wanted more than just thought.
They wanted action. They came to these conversations with a mindset that was
oriented towards making serious decisions. In the changed circumstances, what
new businesses did it make sense to create? Where would they be established and
by whom? And more than anything, would they personally participate or not?
Most of these meetings were really sequences of meetings. I met several times with
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each of the groups that had begun to form. There were several things they all had in
common. There was, first, that they all met before a common backdrop which
consisted of the “three,” the bursting of the dot-com bubble, the rapidly
approaching recession, and the beginning of the period of fear. But there was,
secondly, a common pattern. Nearly all had had some involvement with New Work
for several years; the majority had applied some aspect of it in their businesses, and
some also in their lives. Uniformly they all expressed that they of course found
much of it attractive, otherwise they would not be here. Nonetheless, it was patent
that there was a sense of hesitancy, that there was real concern. Which was of course
wholly and entirely justified. They were about to entrust their lives and their next
business venture to these conceptions. How would they function under the full
pressure of the newly existing circumstances?
What very frequently occurred seems to me almost inevitable. There would be
some talk while we gathered and then I would make an effort to assure that their
hesitancy and concern would be expressed openly and bluntly. Usually this
required quite a number of exchanges and I would not leave while they still
wondered whether the combination of HTSP and WRRW was indeed “practical”
and “realistic” or somehow too “hopeful” or perhaps “utopian.” I would be
persistent and obstinate and would not relent until someone expressed bluntly
what quite obviously was on everybody’s mind. That was in almost every case,
money. How, inside a New Work framework, one would be able to pay one’s bills.
That admission was usually the actual beginning of the evening. I would make sure
that it was re-stated several times, and that the people in the room agreed that this
indeed was the main issue on their minds. In the first part of my response I was
always cautious and careful. One could even say that I was gentle. I would
emphasize that the question was not just understandable, but that in fact I strongly
sympathized with it. Yes, there are bills at the first of every month. Those bills
really are our topic. And first among these bills is of course the mortgage payment,
since it is almost universally by far the largest. Therefore, I would say, let us
concentrate our attention on that, on the payment for the house.
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I would then give a kind of advance notice. I will be asking some questions about
the house in which you now live. There are some special reasons for my doing this.
It is simply an oddity that I have much observed in the years in which I have tried
to help in the development of New Work that many people, perhaps quite without
realizing it, seem to assume that they will be adding the work of HTSP and also
some WRRW to the life that they now have. They think of it as an addition—their
sense or illusion of continuity is crucial. They imagine that everything else will go
an as before and that they will still be facing the same identical set of sixteen bills.
That of course is quite obviously not the case. But the why and how of this will
need quite a long string of questions, and a good deal of re-thinking
The High Price Of The American Dream
One version of how I might actually talk to them could conceivably begin like this:
I want to start with some conjectures about the houses that many of you either
have, or hope to have. The majority of you clearly have been quite successful up to
now. We are in the legendary Silicon Valley and any number of you helped to
make it what is was, yes, what it was until quite recently. So I assume that your
house is not a shed, but quite imposing. The chances are it has between four and six
bedrooms, certainly a finished basement and also a finished attic, a two car garage,
and of course a garden, very probably with a pool and a Jacuzzi. From your
appearance I would guess that many of you also have a room in which you exercise
and very probably a good deal more.
Now let me ask you a question. I am only too aware of how much your house
means to you. It is intertwined with the purpose of your life. I, therefore, do not
want to be rude or hasty. I know I am approaching something almost sacred, the
quintessence of your dream, what to many of you is also the most American and the
most natural of dreams. So, simply, mildly, I would like to ask how absolute and
categorical is the “must” of which you speak? You insist that you must continue in
the cage of the old culture’s life and of the job-system, because of your mortgage
payments, and of course also all the other monthly bills. Well, how thick and close
together are the bars that hold you in your prison? Can they possibly be bent apart
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a little? Is it a categorical and final “must,” or could there be an escape, albeit a
difficult one?
When I ask about this “must” I mean that there have been a flock of changes and
that these changes conceivably have made a difference to the stringency, the power
of this must. For instance, have you ever wondered whether the would-be mansion
that you are paying off was perhaps more fully used in a time now passed? I am
suggesting that in a previous age, when families where quite different from how
they are now, that sort of house may have been far more functional than it is at
present when the family still included a maiden aunt, and perhaps an uncle and
possibly a grandparent, who was too old to live alone, or a nephew or a niece, and
certainly quite a few children. I am actually talking about more than that. I am also
thinking of the time when families formed a larger, often wide-flung net, and when
that sort of house served as the visible and representative main seat, the statement
of its status, the proclamation of its power, of its position in the world.
Still, I am addressing not only the extended family. The traditional house was not
only the seat and shelter and the status symbol for the family, it was also the
theater, or the arena in which this family encountered and interacted with the
complex of groupings and associations that made up “society.” To provide the
space and setting for these meetings and encounters was part of its meaning and
raison d’être. Yet, these, too, no longer use the house, the house for which you pay
maybe three, maybe four, maybe six thousand every month.
Not long ago a weighty segment of society consisted of the “important” people of
your town, even of your neighborhood, the people who were of account in your
church, in the main businesses of the town, in the clubs and associations. Also, of
course, the leading people in your own place of business, or in the organization for
which you worked. Some sampling of all of these would come a few times a year
for parties, gatherings, anniversaries and other celebrations. They would stand
smoking around your fireplace, or clink glasses in your garden. That they came to
your house was significant. It gave you status, but by no means only that. It
presented you with all manner of connections that were of advantage to you in
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literally countless ways. Not of course for everyone, but for a distinctive and
notable slice in our social world, this whole dimension of life has come to an
almost complete stop! The silence that has followed has spread like a fog. It has
instilled in us a sense of apprehension, of loss and of unease. What we have lost
seems to me important. Underneath what I am saying lies the question, how can we
compensate for this loss? Going back is out of the question, so, how can we put
new things into our life, simply and directly, so that it again will be a life!
The reasons for this termination are extraordinarily diverse; a host of causes came
together. In crass terms, many of the important people are too rushed and under too
much pressure to contribute to the community. But that is a very superficial view.
The emancipation of women has been one major auxiliary cause. This was
especially noticeable in universities: the faculty wives used to prepare parties but
now many of the wives are working, and that in itself made a big difference. (The
social life of students, incidentally, has not been throttled in this fashion.) Another
factor, of special interest to us, is that virtually all of the “important” people, people
like yourselves, now travel. They go to conferences, meetings, and seminars
incomparably more often than, say, twenty years ago. That, too, affects social life:
People are out of town, gatherings are more difficult and more frustrating to
arrange.
I skip over a few other tributary causes to come to the one that is most telling. The
people “important” for groups like you (say, the younger, upwardly mobile, and ITtechnology-oriented crowd) are not the important people of the town! That is an
aspect of the world-wide-web, of e-mail, and of the rush towards globalization.
Large numbers of people at this point do indeed work as nodes in networks, and
these networks often span the continent or more. Your business associates, your
partners, the people of significance to you are enormously dispersed; if you meet at
all, then sometimes in one of the conference rooms of a hotel. That strikes me as a
deep difference. The small number of people who loom large in your work and life
are extraordinarily dispersed; they mostly do not know each other, so it is therefore
extraordinarily unlikely that they would ever gather around your very own
fireplace.
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Worse, and in ways a corollary of this fact, our friends (and for many, friends have
become more important than they were in the past) also do not live on the same
street, or in our neighborhood. Especially not if we are past our early thirties. Our
close friends, those we knew earlier in our life, are now as dispersed as our
colleagues and our business associates and partners. They, too, have been pulled
and jettisoned by the strings of the web. Moreover, if truth were told, they, no more
than we ourselves, work permanently in one place. We are “on the move,” “in
motion” and so are they.
There is yet another, somewhat ironic twist. It is not only the mobility and the
global dispersion of your family, and friends, and business colleagues that have
left your big house or big apartment empty and useless. Weirdly, even if you do
arrange a get-together with people who live close to you and in the same town,
more often than not you do not meet them at your home. To give it an ambience of
seriousness and the promise of success you instead choose a Café. (The Café
deserves in this context a small study for itself. How many students have migrated
from libraries to Cafés, but also, how many desks at home are only rarely used,
because one rents the temporary perch of a small table with the price of a
cappuccino?)
The question then is how much of this traditional big house that you are paying for
is actually used, and exactly how much of the time? I mean this almost
mathematically, with the idea that the answer could include a map and numbers,
attached to the equipment and furniture in various rooms. However, I am not
merely suggesting that you become more frugal, or ascetic, or more hollow cheeked.
Emphatically, I am not asking you in a censorious tone: how much do you really,
truly need? That, it seems to me, is a ghastly question, worthy of a prison warden:
we all know well enough from locking people up in solitary holes, what their rock
bottom survival needs amount to: bread, water and a bucket, as the saying goes. I
want to assure you, with all due emphasis, that the conversation we are having is
not headed in anything like that general direction.
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To inquire into what you need in order to barely survive is totally inimical to the
spirit of New Work. What we care about is what you would need in order to
become a full, self-possessed and splendid person; the sort of person that Whitman
wrote his poetry about. Those are your serious, your genuinely human needs. They
are important and they should be met. But my point is that, with all your many
rooms and your several containers full of equipment, they are not met. Why?
Because nearly all of this meets no need at all. It is unmitigated, woeful waste!
Therefore, the aim is to think together about what sort of housing, what sort of
architectural configuration, what kind of habitat would be useful and appropriate
in the present time and the near future. A large part of New Work is consciousness
raising, very like the consciousness raising done among women, or minorities, or
the oppressed. One side of it is an effort to arouse people to the point where they
will say: No! No, I will not indenture myself for the next forty-five years to pay off
a debt on my shelter.
I have talked to many of you about your work and many of you are of course angry.
It did not turn out to be what you expected. Gradually the pressures increased, and
the frenzy waxed more frantic every day. That was not the spirit of ten years ago
when most of the seriously inventive and creative work was actually done. You
absolutely should ask yourself about your house and all the other things for which
you get a monthly bill, whether they are practical? Or whether owning many of
them is part of an absurd and mad and self-destructive scam, in which we pay for
something that we do not want, so that it turns into a senseless violin-burning in
the town-square? Do ask yourself: what do I really want? Not just in regard to your
work. Whoever said that it should stop there? That is an abysmal
misunderstanding. This is the inevitable, the necessary place to start! If you do not
change your work, you can forget about the rest. It is useless. It cannot be salvaged.
Your work is like your skin—if you allow the whole of your skin to rot, then taking
vitamin pills will be useless!
What we need to discover is what sort of housing is truly practical for you have? In
some respects this will be vastly less, in some other ways it will be incomparably
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more! But less or more is not an intelligent approach to this whole question. The
issue is: What will actively support you in the great task of living your life in
earnest? What will fit the manner in which you will work? What will make the best
and most intelligent use of the new technologies, of the new materials, of the new
building systems we now have?
Therefore, allow me to persist. I want to pursue the question together with you:
what parts of the typical present-day house do any of you actually use? Among
other things, this is meant to be an engineer’s, or economist’s or businessman’s
question. At this moment, I am miles from a concern for the starving children of the
world, or even for the resources of this earth. I mean it as a hard-headed, selfish
question. You certainly are paying – usually for thirty years of your life! The
question is: What are you getting in return? Is this purchase shrewd or not?
The key words in this are for me words like obsolete, anachronism, old. Possibly a
hundred years ago the equation made some modicum of sense. You worked like an
ox pulling a plow but in exchange for that you obtained the proverbial castle.
Whatever was enclosed by the mote of your front-lawn was your kingdom, and
your wife, your big family, your aunts and cousins were all your loyal subjects and
curtsied low when you alighted from your carriage. I do not need to tell you that the
world has changed, and in some ways for the better.
Do you recall what wealthy aristocrats did when they left the city for the summer?
They covered all of the expensive furniture in every room with white sheets. It
looked eerie and beautiful, as if the rooms were all in mourning. Maybe this is an
image or a symbol for what we should be doing to the bigger part of our houses all
year round. And that is an interpretation of my question: How many rooms, how
much equipment, how many pieces of furniture might as well be covered with
white sheets?
Think of your children, add them to the picture we are drawing. They grow up
much faster now, and many leave far earlier than they did a generation or two ago.
The fantasy of the big table in the big dining room around which the herd of your
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grown up children will sit and eat is a mirage. In fact, there is a small statistic, that
sharpens this into a single point, which surveyed of all things dinners. It turned out
that Americans eat 92% of all dinners separately, no longer as a family. And
dinners, naturally, were the remnant, the last ditch defense. Family breakfasts had
disintegrated many years before. (Here, too, the job-system has done some of its
chiseling deconstructive work.)
But this, too, goes deeper. Very early nowadays, when they are ten or twelve years
old, teenagers grow into their own culture. Our vaunted multi-culturalism sadly
enough misses the most obvious mark. We exert efforts to understand so-called
exotic cultures, and fail to recognize that one exists in the bedrooms opposite the
one in which we sleep. Unsurprisingly, we therefore fail to understand even the
explicit words, let alone the innuendoes of what we still call our own flesh and
blood. In terms of the big houses which we buy, our children often no longer share
the same space with us even while they still sleep under the same roof. They may
have their quarters or their rooms or their wing but in any serious sense of space
theirs is not the same as ours.
Yet one more, and a most crucial factor: we live a good deal longer now, and that
means that the much shorter period in which our children are at home takes up a
proportionately briefer span of our physiological lives. We have all heard sufficient
times that no cohort increases in size more quickly than the cohort of those above
eighty. Calculate how many years between the leaving of their children and when
they die. For many this may be close to half of their total lives. Given this, what
proportion of their lives, how big a segment do they spend in the house that was
the castle, the vessel of their dreams?
Do focus on that span, on that quickly passing episode. Perform a utilization study.
Execute an efficiency inventory, the kind that is routine in every factory or larger
office. With your job and all the other demands on your time, and similarly for your
partner, with her or his job, and all the other things she does, how often do you use
which parts of your semi-mansion? Do it accurately, not as you wished it would be,
but as it actually is. Do not be sentimental! Do not cheat! It should be a study of the
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motions you perform, of how you move your body, from this corner past the
stairway to that closet. Apply the high science of Taylorism to your own house.
How often do you work out on your exercise bicycle? When did you last use the
power drill that was a desperate, last minute father’s day present from your son? Do
not stop until you are done. But once you have that record, then try to determine
which rooms, and what furniture and equipment really could be covered with
white sheets.
In short, what many of you said at the outset is completely and entirely right! Your
mortgage paymen, together with the other fifteen checks you write every month, is
the big millstone around your neck. So we totally and in the highest spirits agree
on that, and maybe we should drink a toast. Particularly since agreeing on this
point falls quite short. I do more than agree, I feel dismay, indignation, real live
rage at your situation! Because thirty years of paying mortgage amounts to thirty
years of servitude in the catacombs of the job-system.
That would be appalling, sad and pitiful enough, but in your instance it is only one
half of a rotten combination. You run and fetch and are obedient like fidgety
lapdogs for thirty years, and for what? For the possession of a useless cluttered
barn. If it improved your life, if it gave you pleasure, I would come running every
morning with your lunchbox and send you on your way. But that is not the case. It
holds you back, it hinders you, it drags you down – more precisely, it pre-empts, it
pre-occupies you. You hold still, and you endure, and fundamentally you bide your
time. You wait. You count off the years like boxes on a very slow assembly line.
You cannot possibly begin. You cannot start. Living life will have to wait. You are
in the service, at the beck and call of your employment, of your job!
You say that you are practical and realistic and that you have your feet in the earth
of the real world. Sorry, but that is exactly what you don’t have! There were some
years, early on, while I was in college, when I worked as a waiter. One simple thing
I do remember: If you have six dinner plates stacked on your left arm and you hold
on to three more with your other hand, then you are occupied. There is nothing else
that you can do. You better hustle to that table and put them down! A lot of people
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are in that condition, except not with plates. That would be all right, but no, they
carry nine boxes, the nine unneeded rooms of their house, in their arms. And the
real horror is that the carrying of these useless boxes distracts them! They cannot
look, nor listen, nor pay attention to anything else.
Let me be still more factual, still more direct. It is crucially important to be incisive
for we are faced with a massive difficulty. Our thinking, and even more our acting
is most inflexible and stuck in tracks in regard to “the home.” It is the dream! And,
therefore, the reflexes of the old culture control us with awesome force in just that
domain. But that also happens to be the entrance gate to New Work. It is as you say:
as long as you remain convinced that the old bills have to be paid, you will remain
in the old culture, no matter how you might vociferate against it.
Given the chance that this could be your lot, it is important to give you an accurate,
and carefully calibrated assessment of what it means to lease yourself for thirty
years to the job-system. This means both to measure the damage done by thirty
years of work that one experiences as a “mild disease”, and also, to measure the
deprivation incurred by not having done work that one experiences as one’s
mission on this earth.
To assess the consequences of this loss and of this surrender, to gauge this with
care and acuity and precision, that is what we have been doing for twenty years.
And do let me emphasize that the true gauge is only the addition, it is the gap, the
crevasse that lies between the full polarity: down from the exact degree to which
you were crippled like the feet of Chinese women all the way up to what could
have become of you if in that same time you had done work that gave you
nourishment and energy, that added vigor and strength, that gave you every day
more life and still more life, because you clung to it like a drowning cowboy half
way across a river who hangs on to the tail of his thrashing horse.
The width of that difference cannot be summarized. It cannot be captured in two or
three sentences. If it can be learnt at all, then only slowly, not in one weekend
seminar or from seven lectures. It requires time and immersion, and not for days,
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but for weeks and months. Nonetheless, a general impression, a first idea it is not
hard for you to grasp. To get a sense of how this difference could conceivably alter
you, please, do look back and recall. I mean this literally. Review some of the
perspectives to which you were exposed in the years we have known each other.
One thing we insisted upon at numerous moments was the genuine need for the
Centers for New Wor and their functions. The point is that most everyone in any of
the centers would say that you cannot discover the answers to these questions by
yourself. On the contrary, you yourself are probably worst and least equipped.
Remember that the concept of “self-ignorance” played a central role already as far
back as Flint. Paradoxical as it may seem, you cannot by yourself discover what you
“seriously, and really want.”
In previous conversations I described a gamut of activities but also of modes of
talk, and of games and exercises. Maybe you already experienced some of them. All
of these can be helpful in the pursuit of that discovery. The same goes, naturally,
for the dark and dismal side. Again, you do need someone else’s comment to
confirm that you indeed look discouraged or depressed, and that also goes for the
chronically crippling effect sustained boredom is capable of having on you. You
yourself are in the worst position to observe such things with sharp diagnostic eyes.
This should underscore once more the refrain that there is need for time and
patience. Very likely you would have to spend several months and a long string of
meetings at a center to assure that both sides of this, the maiming and the
invigoration, would not stay abstract and vague, but would become defined and
crisp and utterly specific. Among the flock of other services, this is one of the main
functions that a center should perform. If the people working in it are well trained,
then the experience should be as focussed and exact as when someone in sports
medicine looks at your ankle or your knee. It is in no way simply a matter of work
in general, or of the stereotype of office jobs, the injunction is: become specific!
Concrete! Detailed! In your individual case, given the precise work you do, exactly
which portions, which phases of your work do strengthen and encourage and
invigorate you? And momentously, church-bell-ringingly important: Which
episodes are genuinely therapeutic? Not only in the all-inclusive sense where every
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shouted curse is cathartic, but measurably, and demonstrably regenerative – as
visible as when a salamander, after loosing its tail, re-grows a new one.
Bear in mind that there are two halves: One half is the dark, destructive, maiming
and debilitating effects, the weakening and paralyzing effects that your work has
had on you. To mention boredom once more: there are so many rhythms and other
soporific routines in most jobs that you should learn to look alertly not just at your
body, but especially at your mind. Which of the capacities of your mind have
become more fearful, more cautious and less confident? Which have grown slower,
more dependent? Which have gone unused long enough so that stirring them might
make you dizzy? Something of that order would be required to give you a half-way
accurate idea of how much, in terms of work, you are actually paying for your
home. But perhaps the key-point is still not clear enough.
In several of the contexts we have described, the one cardinal belief about human
nature runs like blood through the arteries of New Work’s general view; the belief,
namely, that we need exercise, strain and exertion just to stay in place. We are like
apples: as soon as they lie still on a damp surface they begin to rot. I mentioned
previously that some years ago I worked in a nursing home. What stayed with me is
the rapidity with which the back of a dying patient develops dark sores. If one does
not turn the patient frequently enough, then layers of flesh decompose with
surprising speed, until deep, black, hollows the size of a hand have fouled away.
I apologize, if this picture is upsetting. I drew it, however, because many mortgages
do involve a crouching, a pulling back, a holding still, a prostrate subservience for
the incredible duration of thirty years! Part of the horror of the “celebration” of
someone’s retirement is that sores, which had thirty years to grow, are by now large
and deep. Perhaps the ceremony should include the retiree taking off his shirt, so
that the assembled guests can inspect the black sores that he now has on his body
from having held himself so very conveniently nice and still for most of the
duration of his entire life!
But there is also the other half. You can also look up and ask: What would have
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become of me if, in these thirty years, I had risen from one tier of work up to the
next; if, on each level, I had found a vigor that I had not known before, and if, with
that newly received strength, I had climbed up to a still higher, still more lifeenhancing form of work?
By now most of you see very clearly that the point is not at all that the old house
should simply shrink, that the elimination of two or three rooms is sufficient, that
the answer is to reduce, become more frugal, pull the belt two notches tighter – or
else go into retirement early, and ride a tricycle in Florida for still more years. Of
course you understand that this would be totally opposed to anything New Work
advocates. Even when we took our first and faltering steps in Flint the one-word
summary of what we were then recommending was not “down!” but “up!”
You recall that the modality of the ascent that we urged very often constituted an
exchange. In the context of Flint we proposed that asking workers to sacrifice
overtime, to accept a reduction in pay out of kindness or solidarity, was a naive
mistake. Instead, for the first time, we put forward the idea of a trade: Give up
some of your job-work and in exchange we will see to it that in the same number of
hours you can do higher work, work that draws on the best of your talents, that
does not exhaust you, but instead gives you strength. We are now applying the
same logic to the house. Not “down,” not “less,” but “upwards,” and actually
“more” – but through an exchange! A trade!
During the last twenty years our effort has been consistently to set into opposition
the new and the old culture. A new culture has now become far more possible than
we had imagined. New Work from the start was conceived as a possible staircase up
to a new culture that will be more humane, more intelligent and more cheerful than
the one we are leaving beneath and behind us. The intent and the strategy have
been throughout to make this new culture more visible (to relieve our “Tolstoyan
Ignorance” in regard to it). But part of our purpose is to help initiate this new
culture, to make some contribution to its arrival. With that objective we contrast
and compare not just old and New Work, but also an old and a new mode of
manufacturing and production, and further, our old economy with the new one.
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We have touched on how this might affect the role of the state and the nature of a
possible new politics. Now, the topic is new housing. We have sketched a few lines
about the relationship between the old house and the now hopefully receding and
expiring culture. Which brings us to our next direct question: what would new
housing be? What kind of habitat would be appropriate and fitting for the new
culture? Is a form of housing imaginable that could incorporate both the result of
this new culture and be an instrument to advance it further, that could give that
culture more concreteness, more of a visible and palpable embodiment?
An analogy will take us one decisive step towards the answer to this question: it is
a comparison between the automobiles we drive and the houses in which we live. If
anything is evident, then it is the fact that we drown in an excess of meaningless
choices, and utterly pointless pluralities when it comes to cars. For instance, the
excessive variety of the basic family sedan (many of which by now have literally
the identical “platform,” and differ only in the name-plate they carry, and in some
of the chromed decorations on their grill) is enough to reduce one to a stunned,
bewildered and sad silence. And yet, this is only one aspect. The other is the
astonishing constraint and straight-jacketed inflexibility. Though on one level we
have that excess of variety, on another level we use, mindlessly and without protest,
one and the same, stereotypical, all-purpose car. Irrespective of whether we drive
across the country with four children and all the out-doors and sports equipment
the entire family needs, or merely fetch a quart of milk from the corner grocery
store, we use for both, and for everything in between, one and the same hulking,
dull one-size-fits-all car.
One compelling improvement has been proposed by numerous designers,
engineers and writers (of whom Dan Sturgis is one of the most distinguished), but
also by one major auto-dealer, Bernd Berends, who is intimately connected to the
Center for New Work in Kassel, Germany. Why not step back and reconceptualize
the problem of mobility anew? Why not think in terms of an increase in diversity, a
moving away from the shapeless flab in the middle? Why not have access to two
seriously and meaningfully different cars instead of choosing among a thousand
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that are alike except for the shape of one inconsequential piece of tin? Why not
move in the direction of some people owning one of the self-assembled cars that we
described before, and in addition to that having access through an arrangement like
car-sharing to an entire fleet of a variety of cars. If one needs a pick-up truck for a
day to move some lumber, one has access to that; if one needs a station wagon for
the big yearly family trip, then one can use one for two weeks, and if a daughter is
getting married, then the fleet manager might even find a limousine.
The similarity between the situation with respect to automobiles and that of
housing seems to me surprisingly patent. Just as with cars, we have in houses an
absurd and useless plenitude of pointless variations, but underneath that level of
profusion we suffer from an appalling, cowed monotony. Still more to the point,
just as with cars, where we use one and the same car for no end of different
functions, we stretch and make do with one and the same space. Here, too, we use
one and the same, uniform, omni-purpose house for clearly different purposes. And
unsurprisingly, just as with cars: dysfunctionality and waste and great quantities of
lost pleasure are the result. Many have suggested that having two cars would be
one first step towards efficiency and intelligence. One very small and light car and
one much roomier and far more robust for the two entirely different functions
which they serve. I want to suggest that a similar “duality” in regard to housing
would be similarly far more functional and satisfying, but also at the same time
inordinately more economical and less wasteful. I am suggesting that, in both the
sphere of transportation and that of housing, to combine two different kinds of car
and two different kinds of space, would be a significant advance.
The Two Spaces
There is first the intimate and private, the personal space. The house, as it was
handed down to us from the dying culture, was not that! It was designed for a
rambunctious and many-headed family, for a multitudinous, colorful, divergent
bunch, so rent with conflict and hostility that something permanent and heavy,
preferably made of foot-thick stone was needed to hold it together. It was not a
space that nourished and supported an intense and fragile intimacy.
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Not surprisingly, the second, public space, is a Center for New Work. Since these
are long familiar to you in their general design, in the functions they are meant to
serve and also in the atmosphere and spirit they mean to convey, there is no need
now to describe them in great detail. Instead I want to put the anxiety you have
about your bills into the foreground. What a great many groups here in this vicinity
and in other states and in some other countries have been discussing for several
weeks now are several basic propositions.
Instead of paying for one imposing and spacious but no longer functional semimansion, an entire group of somewhere between fifty and one hundred members
could together make intense and varied use of one center. In addition to this one
common center, every individual or family would also have a truly private,
personal and very intimate accommodation. Since we did agree that one of your
primary concerns is plainly money, let me say that this arrangement would realize
tremendous savings. We can put these under three headings: First, since the center
will be used in common, the kind of thinking we have done about your present
house can be extended. Much of that house has become obsolete already, but with
an entire center right next door even more of it will no longer be used, and the
genuinely private spaces can therefore be still smaller. Second, the availability of
the center represents two separate kinds of savings: one, through the elimination of
unnecessary burdensome redundancies, another through the practice of HTSP,
which runs the gamut from the common use of computers to the “selfmanufacturing” of numerous products in the factory shops of the center. It would
be an unmitigated disaster, a full-fledged misunderstanding, if the impression was
created that living a more disciplined and ascetic and self-denying life was the
main point. Nothing of that sort is the intention. The outcome should be an
improvement on both counts. There should be more pleasure and more satisfaction
and more gusto, in short more life but also sharply and decisively reduced bills!
Half humorously, one could perhaps say that the total cost should be something
like one fifth, and that the resulting life should be five times what you have now.
You must understand that these numbers are meant to have a humorous
complexion.
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The common space should fulfill a rich gamut of divergent purposes. The hope is
that we could create the kind of space that will surround us with a manageable but
exciting total world. It, therefore, might have the form of one of Buckminster
Fuller’s domes: round, with an elegantly high and sensuously curved, wide roof,
with large parts of the building made of glass or of a modern permanently
translucent plastic. The activities inside might, of course, include the meeting with
friends and having large common meals, but also the use of tools and shops.
Importantly, we would strive to make this an immensely stimulating and exciting
room (at the moment, for the sake of clarity and simplicity, we might think of it as
one room) in which children too would be spending large portions of their time.
There might be plants, the kind of “salad-walls” I mentioned once before, but also
the wherewithal for performances and art, and sports, and perhaps even some small
animals: not just cats and dogs, but ostriches, and turkeys, and lamas. The
atmosphere might include some of the flair and funkiness we associate with
circuses, but one would also be able to recognize at once that it is a place of
learning, a kind of school, and that, in addition, people are engaged in intense and
utterly absorbing work in many of its corners.
In terms of landscape, you could imagine that this dome would be in the center,
and that the compact personal spaces would be arranged around it in many
different patterns. Since the personal spaces, for mobility, would be foldable, and
deflateable and stackable, much of the furniture but also the outer walls of these
spaces would be made of ultramodern, light-weight, carbon-fiber-like materials.
One pattern (developed especially by the already mentioned Dan Sturgis), would
envision the personal spaces as rather like the bodies of airplanes, oblong and
round in their shapes, and attached directly, so to speak by their noses, to the corebuilding. This pattern, seem from the top, looks very like the heart and the petals of
a flower. But various other patterns have already been discussed. The personal
spaces could be more scattered, or clustered, or stacked on top of each other, or
arranged stadium- or coliseum-like in rising circles. They could also be like
apartments, on top of each other in one block..
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The Basic New Work Business Concept
In very general terms there are two possibilities: one can establish an NWP either in
conjunction with a business enterprise or without. For example, some very tentative
discussions are underway with groups of graduate students and exploited junior
faculty. For many of them the rock-bottom proposition turns into the question of
how much one can save, and what one might or might not be willing to do in
exchange for that. It does not seem far-fetched to imagine that such a group would
buy land at some distance from their university. After a series of preparatory
meetings they might build the kind of center we have been discussing (obviously,
with a great deal of professional mentoring and supervision). Living in the
combination of that sort of center and with their own very personal spaces might
turn out to be cheaper and preferable for a sizeable sub-section of them. It is not at
all hard to think of other, different groups, who would go through the same process
and would reach the same conclusion.
It seems extremely likely that in the current economic and cultural climate a
considerable diversity of such NWPs might be established rather soon.
Nonetheless, it seems to me that in the difficult first transitional phase NWPs that
are organized around a business enterprise will be the prevailing and much more
common type. The decisive reason for this is, in my view, not so much financial as
organizational. The organizing will in any case be difficult, but if the members
work in many different places of employment it will become still more complex
and strenuous. If all of the participants work for one and the same entrepreneur or
company an initial foundational coherence will be the case. Since most of you are
in any case interested in NWPs that do have a business for their spinal structure, I
will set the other possibilities aside and focus entirely on those.
There is one more reason for this strategy. If I am not mistaken, the single
overriding purpose of these evening meetings is: Clarity! Clarity! Clarity! Many of
you have discussed and experimented for a number of years. Now, largely because
of the sudden recent changes, for many of you it comes down to an either/or. You
will either do New Work fulltime and completely or you will go back into any of
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the hi-tech industrial cities and look for a job. We have been coming together so
that you can make a very clear-headed and smart decision. The best I can do is to
make the alternatives just as vivid and as graphic for you as I can. That is my goal
and using the business-based NWPs right now as examples will help a great deal. I
will simplify and ignore no end of possible local variations. I hope most of you
know that in actual practice I give to those the greatest weight. But not now! In
these conversations I have only one concern: that you can see right in front of you
that over here is the New Work possibility and over there is the job-corporate
alternative.
With that in mind let me say this: The cardinal difference comes down to a
difference in the foundational equation, or if you prefer, in the foundational
contract or exchange. In the job-system this could not be more straightforward: We
give you this much money and you give us this much of your work (or time, or life).
In New Work there are more than just those two factors. Putting it just as briefly as
I can, there are five things that you in your role as worker get. The entrepreneur
does not only hand over money; she or he provides three other things. In other
words, yes, there will be job-work and there will be wages, but the job-work will
only be a portion of the sum total of the work you do, and the owner or employer or
manager will give you other things in addition to the sum that you earn as wages.
Since I just said that clarity is all-important, I will skip over the exact phases of the
genesis of what I am now describing. How it comes to be, and what roles you and
other people play in bringing it into existence, we can discuss some other time. So,
what are the four additional items, besides money?
They all have to do with the existence of a common center and the existence of
private personal spaces. I am assuming that both of these are in place. If so, then the
first item consists simply in the facilities of the center. Signal instances of these are
clearly a common way of raising a substantial segment of the food needed. (I
assume that at some point or other you have heard about our bio-blocks, that you
have some idea of the size of the yields that perma-culture can achieve, that you are
also aware of the amazing frontiers of research and development in this domain.
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We are not just talking parsley and tomatoes; we are talking honey and herbs, and
wine and grapes, but also beer and tea and coffee and dairy products made of soy
and raising fish and mushrooms, and ostriches and turkeys for meat, and what have
you. I will not in every case, give fifty-five examples. We have been together often
and long enough, you can fill that in yourself. My job right now is to give you the
bare bones.
Still, food is only the beginning (though note in passing that one greenhouse for
one person, makes very little economic sense. It is altogether different if you garden
for a hundred people. Which is one of the many economic advantages of living
double—alone and as a group!) Other center facilities would include a common
lounge, a pool, a Jacuzzi, importantly a central computer facility (that we will
discuss in detail), a room for sports and exercise equipment, a restaurant. Enough!
You have all heard and read these descriptions many times, and for the moment
this suffices to communicate the general idea. Not incidentally, if you are
concerned that this seems to be drifting in the direction of a commune, then let me
say first and very quickly, do not forget the personal spaces, but second and more
important, please give us half an hour. I promise that we will discuss it in detail.
Secondly, the equipment and the wherewithal for participation in the enterprise of
HTSP. Again, I am assuming that you are all acquainted or familiar with parts or
maybe with the whole of what that involves. As a quick reminder let me recall for
you that the range of what in such a physical and cultural setting could be
manufactured and produced is quite astounding. Behind this stands a twenty year
long effort of searching out emerging technological developments. Many of these
are not advances in the area of HTSP, but looked at from the right perspective it
becomes apparent that they are. Immediately and patently relevant to the situation
we are discussing are ways of providing one’s own electricity and water and the
rest, which normally arrive with the grid and infrastructure. (This could include
phone-service via the Internet.) But those again are just the basics. It goes from
there to the making of bricks and building components, to recycling glass and
plastic, to the numerically controlled ways of making one’s own furniture and
clothes.
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Even that is only a first layer. I am certain that many of you are aware that the idea
of developing additional attachments to computers, in addition to the printer, has
been one of the areas in which New Work was especially engaged. Though that too
is only on a small scale compared to the development of generative manufacturing,
which is an important stepping stone to what in my mind is the really decisive
large step upwards. I believe that is called digital or decentralized manufacturing.
These technologies take one far beyond furniture and clothes, right into the
possibility of self-manufacturing anything from one’s own glasses up to electronic
toys, like radios and TV-sets. And since that project for a time was almost our
signature, beyond that towards the idea of self-assembling and, to a degree, of selfmanufacturing one’s own car. The invitation to participate in the making of all this
(and much else, that I now omit) is part of the equation in the offer. Again, not
incidentally, the range of activities in which any of you could participate is of
course phenomenal. Just to indicate an area I have not yet mentioned: that of
becoming more autonomous in the areas of law and medicine and investing and
accounting and crucially also in the area of education. So the idea that one must be
somehow “handy” to participate in HTSP is of course a joke.
The third element I would put under the heading of the elimination of
redundancies. If, in the spirit of creating a model and for the sake of clarity, we ask
once more: what exactly are you getting in your role as a worker, what is in it for
you? So far we have said use and access to all of the facilities of the center;
secondly, use and access to the HTSP equipment and support through the expertise
of the center. Clearly these overlap, and one could have treated both as facilities of
the center. Similarly with redundancies. Here, too, the overlaps are glaring, yet to
draw the distinction makes it clearer. By redundancies I mean the range of
appliances, utensils, tools, toys, and equipment that we needlessly duplicate in
every single house of a typical quiet real-estate development. In that category I
would include as obvious examples power-tools that in the normal household are
used five times a year, and certainly a range of garden tools, from power-mowers to
power-blowers, etc. Up for consideration are of course also washers and dryers and
for that matter, at this point of our technological development, CDs and books.
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Redundancies, as I intend the term, are the things that would “drop away.” Their
use was already marginal in the old house, but with the center next door they
become truly redundant and obsolete. The facilities which the center offers are
items which I believe most of you do not now possess, so they would be added to
your life through the presence of the center. It is my impression that redundancies
are items which most of you have had for years; the presence of the center would
make them unnecessary; you would no longer have to own and pay for them. There
would be one or some of each for the use of the whole group of residents.
The fourth and last is not an item, and also not a facility. It seems a case where the
word service is truly fitting and appropriate. It is the plenitude of actions and
experiments, the great penumbra of counseling and encouraging and informing and
confronting that constitutes the assistance given to someone who wants not just to
do a job, but to discover and then to execute work that she or he really-really wants.
Most of you, as we all know, have been more involved with this aspect of New
Work than with any other. In fact with several of you I have done workshops and
seminars and individual counseling sessions. Giving a neat five sentence summary
of the practices, exercises and activities involved would therefore be downright
silly, especially since a good number of people have tried for years to liberate this
dimension of New Work from the glib sloganeering in which it all too often has
been wrapped. Given this, I will only underscore two points, both of which have a
direct bearing on how the finding of one’s calling has been bowdlerized. First, the
whole effort to find work that one really-really wants was from the beginning
separated from the category of job-work, and was from very early on directly tied to
the practice of HTSP. To reduce it to the finding of a job that gives some special
tickle to some special part of one’s anatomy was a sleight of hand that turned it
from an attack on the job-system into a last-ditch effort to revive that system with a
little smelling salts. Second, the discovery of what one really-really wanted was
predominantly an “external” not an “internal” matter. The basic recommendation
was not to take a nosedive down into the green depths of one’s own enthralling
psyche. Rather, the point was to go out into the world and look for something that
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conceivably might be worth doing.
In simple terms, the equation comes down to this: You have the choice between two
sides, on one side are five different elements. Only one of these is money, the
others are the four that I have just described. On the other side is only money, but
naturally more of it. Patently, your decision will hinge on how valuable to you the
other four components seem.
There is one other equally elementary way by making a kind of child’s diagram of
what is at stake. Using, as I have now emphasized, somewhat arbitrary and
simplified figures, one could say this: On one side are five days of job-work and
the wages they bring. On the other side stands the possibility of your doing one
day a week of job-work, one day a week of work at HTSP, while a total of five days
would remain at your free disposal. Several of these, say between two and four, you
could devote to something that you deeply and seriously cared to do, an activity
that you experienced as a calling.
More than half of you I have known for several years. I assume you will not in one
loud chorus ask “How many dollars for my calling?” Most of you no doubt
understand that you are of course not expected to perform your calling out of the
goodness of your heart, or as a voluntary contribution to the higher glory of
mankind. The sources of the money will of course vary. One source of money may
very well be the entrepreneur or owner of the business in which you perform your
job-work. Which is to say, it may be the person or the organization that has
established the New Work Place that you chose to join. This might be to the
advantage of the business and of your self, for unavoidably there is some boring,
routine work, which cannot be automated and that yet must be done if the business
is to flourish. Given the products we are apt to manufacture and the level of
technology we are apt to use, there will likely not be much of that sort of work.
Having some people who do this for one day a week might solve a problem for
management and at the same time provide you with a limited base amount of cash.
The chances are good that the greater part of the needed work will be of a very
different, far more creative, more imaginative, far less structured work. If it should
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turn out that some of this is WRRW then why not do it?
The critical difference between job-money and New Work money is not the source
of the money. There are of course a great many sources: foundations, grants, awards
and government programs would naturally weigh in. Crucial is rather how the
money is paid. That difference should be basic, or much has been betrayed. The
inestimable advantage of an NWP is that you will need relatively little cash.
Remember farmers and their lowly version of being self-providing! With the
degree of self-providing possible in an NWP you will be secure and safe and wellprovided for. On top of that you will have one day a week wages. That combination
should assure that you do not go out into the street and sell your soul for two
mirrors and three shining beads. If you are inclined that way, then please stay in
the world of jobs! That is where you seem to belong. The intention is that this base
should free you so that the work you really-really want is indeed that kind of work;
which very simply means that what you do for the work will not be crucial, what
will be crucial is, on the contrary, what that work will do for you!
We have discussed this for years! If it indeed is work that strengthens and develops
you and makes you more alive, then you should do it and you will be paid! And
there is the crucial, the all-important, the Archimedian how! It is possible to pay
someone for work she or he really loves. Actually that happens every day, only
unfortunately mainly in a half-hearted, compromised and besmirched fashion. An
NWP or a genuine New Work enterprise would create the opportunity to do this
earnestly and simply.
Every college asks every student who wants to be admitted: why do you want to
come to us, to this particular small mid-western school? This context compromises
both the question and the answer, but the answer nonetheless does have some
weight. The small Internet-connected enterprises that help a musician or a
craftsman or an artist sell their art come close to paying money for something that
someone actually wants to do. The same with countless fellowships and contracts
for books or films or librettos or designs. Or again with recommendations to admit
someone to medical or to law-school. In the hundreds of such letters that I have
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written one question always was: is the candidate committed? Does she seriously
love that part of law or medicine or of philosophy?
In short, one can tell! Obviously it is possible to be mistaken and it is easy to be
taken in by lies. Still, that would be the crucial and cardinal intention. In an NWP
you would have the chance to search and to experiment, and to discard and to start
yet again in an effort to find something that you seriously want to do. You would
have the material foundation, the base that would allow you to do that. You could
draw a line, exactly the line that in the last years of your work you were less and
less able to draw. You could say, “This much I will give! That much I will sacrifice
to necessity, and to survival and to sanity and common sense. But not more!”
In New Work that sacrifice or that payment would not be very great. One or two
days a week, depending on how you count the HTSP, or in other words around a
quarter or one fifth of all your energy. The other, larger part would still be yours!
You would not have to work until you are burnt out just to keep a roof – your big,
expensive, highly mortgaged roof – over your head. You could sit down with that
big part still in your lap and you could say: in the whole area of your business
venture I did find one thing that intrigues and fascinates me till I cannot sleep at
night. I am dead sure that this at long last is one thing that I in earnest want to do.
Can we discuss it? I believe it will help your business, maybe even a great deal. But
I am not sure, and ultimately it is up to you to judge. Still, give me an idea, make
me an offer! How much would you pay me for doing this one thing, that you never
even thought of asking of me, and which so far is not on any of your radar-screens.
Tell me how much it would be worth to you, so I can decide.
You of all people know from your own lives and your own experience that a great
deal of the best work ever done in the entire history of the development of IT was
done in this way, and not in the job-paid way. Most of you know more about Linux
und Unix and Open Source then I will ever know. But everyone at this point has
agreed that at least the largest parts of the Internet were created in this fashion. In
fact, in a mode even further from that of the world of jobs and its pay, big, hulking
parts of the Internet were not created and invented by anyone because some boss
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had ordered them to do it! It was done in craziness, as an act of sheer obsession by
someone out on the edge in some God-forsaken corner, who had an idea, and who
was utterly determined to translate it into code.
Must I spell out for you what an incredible advantage, what a boon this approach
would be not only from the perspective of the worker, but from that of the
entrepreneur. How do I count the ways? Let me just run through four or five or six
of these.
It may surprise some of you, but coming from my experience in the auto industry I
would say that one advantage in a New Work business would be the short spans of
rote job-work. One day a week is plenty. No one I have ever known does rote work
well, with intensity and spirit, for three months at a stretch; that creature is not born
yet. In the car-industry, many people say, you pay for eight hours and what you get
is six. More than six hours boredom is cruel and unusual punishment. It is
therefore against the law even inside the walls of a prison. Why then do it in your
plant, and ruin some good people and your business at one and the same time.
Management and owners would have opted for short hours and many people, as
opposed to few people and lots of hours, decades ago, if it was not for fringe
benefits. That is again one place where New Work is apt to open some new doors.
If you live in a New Work Place with that community and that support around you,
you can buy into a very different insurance program from the one that the
endangered job-workers need. They are out there and alone. Five days in a hospital
without insurance and your family is ruined. Similarly with old age. You had better
start saving up for your retirement the first time you have a decent job.
Obviously not so if you are in New Work, you are so much more self-providing,
your need for cash is so much smaller. You may not want to stop in mid-motion
when you are 65, and not move one finger till they bury you. In New Work you
could keep going even after you have stopped your job-routine. The fear and
danger is therefore much less great and a New Work management is able to
negotiate a very different deal; one that allows them to have more people on much
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shorter hours.
But, in the world that you have lived in and that we know, it is talent that is allimportant, and what people quite wrongly called “motivation,” which is one single
dirty blanket that gets thrown over curiosity and interest and love and passion and
obsession. Ask yourself, and many of you have great talent, and many of you have
worked with fire in your guts till the last ten years of hype and manipulation and
dirty tricks drowned all your fire in disgust, where would you rather work? In the
kind of place we have been discussing, out on the edge of the wilderness, or in
downtown San Francisco?
For once I saved the big point for last. For the entrepreneur the telling element is
naturally and inevitably money. Again, as you all know, venture capital right now
is scarce and hard to get. The world has come around full circle in less than a year.
Therefore consider: Assume that we together decide on an utterly fantastic product,
almost certainly something connected with the new and burgeoning field of HTSP,
a new device that generates electricity in a decentralized and local way in the Third
World, and soon after that also in California. Assume that we find the right person,
with all the right credentials, and that we are together helping her or him build and
set up a New Work Place close to the mountains or the desert edge. Imagine that in
a not too distant future it is all set and we can start. Of course HTSP will not be as
advanced and as developed as we would like, and as it more than likely will be in
five years. Still, there is some HTSP and there are the facilities of the center and the
redundancies and so we could have both, more life and less money at one and the
same time!
In other words, we could have the center and our private spaces with everything
that this entails and we could afford to work for less. Why? Because there are the
other four things which we get. In the last ten years most of us were forced to pull
in two or three hundred a year just to keep going; we raced our heads off so the
payments could be made. The door is opening. We could stop, catch our breath and
leave. In an NWP we could live and live better with one fifth, maybe less, of what
we made through this last awful stretch. What does that mean? Just one thing. For
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our entrepreneur the operation would be cheaper! That is enough, that would be
decisive. You all know this. If you can do it for less, you win. So our friend, and
that friend could of course be you, has a huge advantage when he starts. We have
all been around the founding of new businesses long enough to know that it is
fundamentally a race. You cannot start a business without burning cash. The
question is which will happen first—you make a profit or you run out of cash. The
case for using a New Work approach in a start-up situation comes down to this.
Your employees will be self-providing and they will be living in a fashion in which
their expenses will be perhaps one fifth of the expenses that the workers in your
competition have. On top of that, your employees will have five times the life of the
workers of your competition. So you can be very sure that your workers will be far
more motivated and more loyal than the workers of the outfit that is in a race with
you. You also can be very sure that your cash will burn much more slowly than the
other man’s. That puts it into one equation. That should be of some help. You can
look at that equation and then decide.
.
Not A Commune
Some of you no doubt feel that this is obviously a powerful advantage. Still, maybe
you also think that the price for this will be having to live in a commune. If you
associate this with the sixties, then you probably bristle with resistance. You are
asking yourself, will this grow fuzzy and wooly-haired, soft and sticky and covered
with grime? Will it become chaotic and unwashed and dirty ? Will it go under in a
miasma of fake intimacy, drugs, psychobabble, and sexual uninterruptedness?
The answer is, not by any means! In fact, every obtainable means will be directed to
prevent and to forestall this. Moreover, we are convinced that this can be achieved,
perhaps even without enormous strain, but with ease. There are numerous models
close at hand, which demonstrate as much, and which run parallel to what we
expect to do. In the U.S., the extremely common “condominiums” are one example.
For the most part these are distinctly upscale. In this one instance this is a helpful
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comparison, since we want to trumpet loud into open space, that using things in
common, and “sharing” is not necessarily tinged with poverty, or with making do,
but that it can occur on a high and amply monied plane. Most to the point, the very
definition of a condominium is shared garages, a shared swimming pool, shared
tennis courts, a shared fitness-room, a shared common lounge. So the shared and
the commonly used is indubitably represented, but the atmosphere, the culture in
all the condominiums that I have ever visited is as far from the sixties as the moon
is from the earth.
In most condominiums there is no presumption that the residents will develop any
sort of emotional attachment. In fact, most people display an acute sense of caution
and carefulness on this score. One deliberately avoids making acquaintances, or of
falling into a pattern of more friendliness and more contact than one wishes and is
prepared to sustain. In elevators even people who have seen each other frequently
cast down their eyes and stay purposefully quiet, so as not to initiate something
which would become burdensome and intrusive.
The word burdensome is here very apropos. Many people prefer to live in
condominiums because they find that their old homes, with their twelve rooms,
and the garden and the clutter of many things all need attention and care and
maintenance – they find it burdensome and that is why they move.
It is important to bear this in mind. Mono-ownership is frequently burdensome in
a direct and unmistakable fashion. Not being the sole proprietor in the case of
many things has nothing to do with abstemiousness or other fairly highplaced
values. It might very well be a matter of immediate, direct pleasure and of energy.
It is less trouble and more pleasure not to own.
One example out of my own experience illustrates this in the neatest and cleanest
way. For several years I lived on a little court and the 6 families whose houses made
a circle around this court owned one common swimming pool together. Naturally,
there were some skirmishes with heated words, but on the whole it was a distinct
and clear improvement over mono-ownership. If one has a swimming pool all to
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oneself one has to do all of the cleaning and maintenance. The upshot is an
unfavorable ratio of pleasure to unpleasant work. After the first blush one only
swims very few hours every week, and the hours of work are almost the same. If six
families share the work, one’s turn only comes once every one and a half months.
And it also is a fact that a swimming pool is often more enjoyable if one is not
alone. My neighbors and I never pretended that we were a community. Away from
the pool we hardly spoke to each other, but the pool we shared. There seems to be
no reason why NWP could not develop a culture of that sort, if that is what the
residents prefer.
There also is no reason why an NWP could not be built like an apartment house,
with the private spaces stacked on top of each other and the common rooms
arranged as seems convenient. No one has laid down some rule that there must be
one compendious spacious common room that has ideally the shape and structure
of a Buckminster Fuller Dome. Instead of the one inclusive common room, there
just as easily could be several or even many. Similarly as in a condominium, there
could be a common laundry room, a common library, a common television lounge,
all separate. Naturally, there could be a number of additional lounges. If all the
various activities upon which we touched were to occur in separate rooms the
number would eventually grow rather large. Still, conceivably this might be what
one particular group of residents prefer.
In the context of wanting to decide whether one wants to live in a NWP or not, it
might be useful to imagine a progression: From the individual separate house one
takes one step and finds oneself in an apartment. People who live in apartment
houses share of course a long list of things, items such as corridors, elevators and,
importantly, a roof. A condominium represents a second further step. One now
shares a swimming pool, a library, tennis courts and so forth. From a certain point
of view, living in the New Work style is really just one step further in the same
direction. What one now shares is so much that if one brought it all together it
would fill a very large parking lot. Following through on what we just said about
condominiums, one could say a condominium gives some sense of relief, but the
relief experienced in an NWP is distinctly and amazingly greater.
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Other examples would be dormitories, youth hostels or laundromats. In all of them
one uses appliances and utensils in common, but the air is matter of fact and
detached, and intimacy naturally occurs (that happens even among the wealthy
elderly in condominiums) but intimacy is not a requirement, not the entrance fee,
which it is in communes.One crucial aspect can be seen sharply outlined if one
compares the New Work housing style to condominiums. In condominiums the
inhabitants are often older, and many are upper middle-class, and a condominium
is not by any stretch of the imagination what we eventually want. It is far too
lifeless, too quiet, too “retired” for what we have in mind. Still, the comparison is
useful, because the owners or tenants share resources that are blatantly and
flagrantly redundant. Typically, washing machines and dryers, tennis courts, a
garden, exercise rooms, perhaps a library, sometimes a common “party kitchen” for
the rare occasions on which one has more than three guests.
A condominium is a living arrangement in which some redundancies are
eliminated. Avery few! Carefully chosen. Half in jest it would be possible to
advance from this “minimum” towards a “maximum” of redundencies that could
still be eliminated with pleasure. As long as it is not taken too strictly and too
literally it could be agreed that this is one possible formulation of what we are
trying to explore.
Another comparison could be made. All apartment houses have a central plant,
central heating, water, gas, etc. No one becomes nervous about the “sharing” that is
involved, or has fantasies of all apartment houses preparing the way for merry
prankster-like communes. One could call an NWP a kind of condo-maximum, and
then explain that it is very like an apartment house, with the difference that the
“central plant” is enormously widened and enriched. One could also say that it is
like an apartment house that has not only staircases and hallways and all manner of
pipes for its central structure, but also the entire complex of common rooms with
everything that happens inside them.
Much within the periphery of this entire topic pivots around people’s
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expectations. If it is utterly understood from the outset that this is eminently a
practical, economic (even econometric) arrangement, and that among the widest
concerns is simply the avoidance of the stupidity of blind waste, and that common
use is simply quite often far more pleasant and satisfying than mono-ownership - if this is vividly present in people’s minds, then the reflexive fear that we are on
our way to Woodstock will be entirely unjustified.
I want to add that expectations are relevant and even crucial. By and large, with of
course some significant exceptions, people in our current culture have at this point
a judicious, balanced, reasonable and detached attitude. Obviously, there exist
great variations. Still, on the whole it is the groups of friends, and the one or two
most significant relationships, that are enormously important to large numbers of
people. Many do feel isolated and would like more contact with a greater number
of people. But excessive proximity, quite especially of the emotional variety, many
now prefer to do without. A good number, possibly a majority, find this
exhausting, burdensome, downright irritating and obnoxious, often even
threatening, yet another morass of boredom in which one could drown.
Among other things this means that the danger that “condo-maximums” would
degenerate into communes is not very likely. If the dislike of many people on this
count is so intense, things will not develop down that road. But it also means that
major political movements will probably dry up quite soon: I mean the varieties of
comunitarianism, whether it is Enzione’s or Beck’s or still some other writer’s
version that has taken the form of politics. The sweeping diagnosis that we lack
community, that more community will heal the ills of Job which now afflict us, will
become a museum piece, a curiosity. There are many reasons for this, chief among
them being the cardinal mistake that people fundamentally crave community,
when they in fact do not!
The Sequence Of The Decisions
Many of you helped to arrange these meetings because you felt close to a major life
decision and you wanted to discuss the pros and cons as specifically and concretely
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as possible. Nearly all of you know a great deal about the intellectual foundations,
the general dynamic, and the structure of the different kinds of work that make up
New Work. What you want is a conversation about the actual specific steps that
might be right in front of you. We all know how overpoweringly difficult it is to
make any progress in the cold morass of everyday reality and practice. So let us
focus on that.
In front of you lies a sequence of decisions, each one of which will have to be made
with careful circumspection and no haste. What should go inside the center? What
should be in the personal space? What in the past has been genuinely wasteful and
burdensome and should be abandoned altogether? Each of these decisions will
need not only time and patience, but trial and experimentation. That seems to me
especially important. No two groups are alike, and there are limits to the amount
that can be determined through thinking and discussion. Much has to be lived
through if one wants to know whether a situation will work or not. There of course
will be a host of different situations; if it is one in which the members of the group
that jointly want to make up an NWP are virtually strangers to each other, as some
of you clearly are, then many separate items will have to be discussed in many
separate meetings.
Starting, naturally, with the location. One major advantage of these group habitats
will be their complete independence from the existing infra-structure. To generate
electricity in one’s own forest-mansion-house is not cheap and it is maintenance
intensive. This becomes entirely different if a group of 100 is doing it, when other
things such as a private water-system, one’s own green-house, even one’s own
garden make far more economic and work-saving sense. So it is of concern to find
land that may be an hour or two away from any of the crowded cities. We could add
that in turn to our long list of savings. Virtually everybody knows that the
difference between the cost of land in the country and land in town can be
astonishingly large. There is little doubt that such living arrangements will
eventually develop also inside towns and cities, but in the early stages land in areas
that are thinly populated, or better still that are out in the wilderness is clearly
preferable.
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Not far down the list deliberations about which building system one prefers to use
are necessary. The variety of these is at the present time vastly greater than most
faithful mortgage-paying citizens surmise. Here, too, coherent groups have a spate
of possibilities that individuals mostly lack. I am sure all of you know that
building a house all by oneself can turn out to be a bigger bite than one’s mouth
can accomodate. But there are a fair-sized number of lego-like building systems,
where every kind of plate or block, made out of many different materials can be
snapped, or glued, or stuck together. A group might well decide to what extent they
want to participate not only in the design, but also in the erection of the building,
and that will depend greatly on which of these systems one decides to use.
The issues will range from these sweeping, large-scale questions to more limited,
smaller and eventually even picayune debates. Will there be a committee that helps
us to resolve disputes? Will there be regular group-meetings once a week? What
should be the kitchen equipment of the center? What will be on the menu of its
restaurant? How many meals, if any, shall we have in common? Who will cook
these meals? Which appliances, washer, dryer, etc. will there be in the center? How
will we handle the issue of having new participants join us, and will there be a
procedure by which someone can be asked to leave?
To a large extent every group will have to answer these, and a hundred other
questions, in their own time and way. There are, however, four or five major
concerns that we can sensibly discuss together here and now. For one, there is no
need to create the impression of unnecessary risks and difficulties through the
pretense that nothing like this was ever done before, and that one might as well be
starting with one blank sheet of paper on the surface of the moon. The opposite is
roughly the right tack. Among other things, there is the entire family of the existing
centers for New Work. True, all of these have so far been no more than beginnings,
and importantly, the people associated with them did not use the center as an
integral portion of their living space. But the chances are high that several of them
will develop more in this direction. Apart from that, all of the people in these
centers have practiced some aspect or other of New Work in the past, and the few
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who have not are at the very least familiar with the ideas and thoughts and
perspectives which we are discussing. In fact, during the last few years, a kind of
team of new work consultants, or new work mentors came into being. Several of
these are genuine experts in the area of their specialization and it would be foolish
not to invite them for workshops or for seminars.
New Work from its earliest beginnings was always in favor of alliances,
partnerships and networks that would combine and integrate various groups with
each other. In truth, we have now reached a kind of consummation or fulfillment of
this effort, and, therefore, many other similar endeavors should be visited and
consulted. One quite particularly close relationship exists between New Work and
Co-housing, which in the United States is now a movement with momentum. One
person in particular, Suzanne Cameron, has made a full-time job of the effort to
nurture closer relationships between Co-housing and New Work. These
relationships are mutually instructive, and would be quite particularly helpful in
the new establishment of NWPs, for the parallels and overlaps are very great. The
single biggest difference quite clearly is that Co-housing groups use their
community centers only sparingly and with a good amount of shyness, while New
Work wants to do this with flourishing alacrity!
You will have to settle which specific aspect of HTSP should be the one from which
you want to start. What is it that your group decides to do first? What seems most
urgent, most important, financially most feasible? If the location really is on the
edge of the wilderness, then electricity and water will of necessity be in first place.
But what out of the great range of possible beginnings seems to fit best the prior
experiences and talents of the members? In what area do the members have the
strongest desires? Is anyone interested in self-publishing books? Or, should one
establish relationships with other near-by New Work centers and explore the
possibility of jointly making furniture, or clothes, or garden tools? Or, should one
make an effort to advance in the manifold and rapidly expanding areas that utilize
computers.
The Use Of Computers
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It is difficult to decide whether it is remarkable or not, in any case it is a fact that in
virtually all of the New Work projects in which not only the theory of HTSP was
discussed, but in which one took steps to translate it into practice, computers
invariable seemed to rise to the top. The older generation naturally expected that
self-providing would start with gardens and perhaps with carpentry, but in the
younger generation the development takes, surprisingly, a very different course.
For many of these youngsters it is entirely natural to think of the computer as the
fountain of some degree of self-sufficiency and independence. There seems to be
some faint resemblance between looking into the screen of one’s computer and
being a captain that peers through the window on the bridge of his ship. Past
experience thus suggests that many groups will start the process of becoming more
self-sufficient and more self-providing, not with the growing of parsley and
tomatoes, but with a concentrically expanding utilization of the Internet. (This is
one of my reasons for usually starting any explanation of HTSP from that slightly
unexpected corner.)
But there are still other intriguing reasons why computers and the discussion of
them will be a large and weighty matter in the planning but also in the life of a
New Work habitat. Through a gamut of recent technological advances, and because
of the alteration in our culture’s mood, which I have by now mentioned several
times, there has been a kind of break, or a sharp turn in how computers are
marketed and purchased. The eagerness to own the very latest most up-do-date
version of a machine or of a piece of software has abated. Many people are more
reserved, and any number of firms are working on soft- and hard-ware that are less
excessive, but that contain more nearly the tiny fraction of capacities or functions
that most people actually use.
One term for these far leaner products is “thin technology.” That instantly suggests
a basically different approach to the use of IT technology in the context of our new
work groups. Namely, we can move away from the mono-ownership of enormously
over-equipped, full-fledged machines and to move here, too, (as with houses and as
with cars) in the direction of a dualism, or a plurality. In simplified terminology,
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the center could own a powerful and sophisticated Server, that is able to perform
anything someone’s heart might desire, and could do it with astounding speed. In
the center would also be several monitors and (importantly) also one or two people
who it would be very difficult to stump, experts or pros or consultants who could
help with virtually any impasse that someone might encounter.
Most of the serious computing would then be done, naturally, in that computerspace in the center, and a crucial consequence would follow. Many folks would be
quite content if they used only the “thin technology” (similar to very light-weight
laptops) in their houses, or their personal spaces, as long as they had ready access to
a big machine, with additional assistance thrown in, inside the center.
I trust you note and register that this is yet another item on our growing list of
radically reduced expenses. In a short while we can jointly draw some first
conclusions from the cumulative reduction in waste. For the moment let me stress
that the cost of the machine itself is to my mind minor, an outright pittance
compared to the money that could be conserved through group-use as opposed to
the mono-use of the computer.
At least three different factors bear on this: skill, time, and purchasing in large
quantities. People who are intimately familiar with the Internet, and who also have
the time, manage to locate not only bargains but “stuff that is free” in any number
of nooks and crannies and websites. The preponderant majority of people,
ironically enough virtually all of the poor, have neither the equipment, nor the
know-how, nor the time to take advantage of even the most overtly offered sales.
Added to this there are corridors and corridors of websites that offer remainders
and surpluses and quantities of stock that for one reason or another was not sold.
Most of these make the purchase of a certain minimum of units (say, a dozen) a
condition of being able to buy from them. The advantages of buying as a group and
not as an individual could not be more obvious.
Sometimes the question is raised, whether the introduction of computers has
actually managed to improve the quality of our lives? One could suggest, with
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some impishness, that mono-use has been the hindrance and the stumbling block.
Despite all appearances to the contrary, computers were really meant for groups
and not for singles. On the most tedious level this is born out even by the way we
learn about their use. The people who seem unable to study their use from manuals
seem to be legion. Despite their reputation, computers make for couples: one who
asks the questions, and looks nonplussed, and the other who is forever cool and
unperturbed and gives the answers. The starkest and most immediate benefits that
would be realized in the context of an NWP seem very striking. If, out of a group of
eighty or a hundred, three or five were seriously addicted to computers, a host of
beneficial synergies could be worked out. If some derive genuine pleasure from
surfing, which others find a torture for their nerves, small win/win gains should
crop up like flowers on a meadow after rain.
Maybe one should put all other economic and personal reasons into brackets, and
ask oneself whether it would not make sense to live in a New Work group
arrangement just for the hugely more enjoyable computer use? On that score, one
footnote might be of help: think of your semi-mansion house and of the computer
as metaphors that mutually illuminate each other. We talked about how the excess
in mansion houses could be covered with white sheets. That might be an
appropriate picture for computers too. How many functions and capabilities of
these machines, are actually used, and how many might just as well be covered
with white sheets? But closer to home and of more use: The overall direction in
regard to the housing issue as a whole turned out to be towards a division: two in
place of one! Not one overgrown all-purpose mish-mash barn in which nothing can
truly thrive, but instead one common space so that the social can revive, and one
truly personal and private space, so that the intimate life will finally acquire energy
and juice. Same with computers! One powerful, spectacular computer in the center
and an elegant, handy laptop toy in one’s private space.
The most spacious and imposing role of computers in the context of an NWP would
be like several added floors above the ground level that we addressed so far. These
higher, more advanced and more sophisticated areas concern not service and not
information, but on the contrary, the use of computers for the making and the
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manufacturing of things in centers. We discussed that entire domain in detail
numerous times. But most of our previous conversations probably emphasized
primarily the systemic side of HTSP, both from a technological and an economical
perspective. We could now add what HTSP means in the context of this specific and
concrete setting; not in the world at large, but in the process of the actual
establishment of a New Work business enterprise. What role would decentralized,
digital manufacturing play? What economic impact would it have? How would a
group of approximately a hundred people integrate this into their daily lives? How
would the work in decentralized manufacturing effect the other kinds of work they
do? How, most importantly, would it shape and sculpt their personal lives? All this
requires further thought and more discussion, which happens more productively in
smaller groups once some of the more foundational agreements have been reached.
It may be more useful to spend a few moments on a very different feature. The
computer is the very opposite of a self-contained entity; indeed the extensions
which it sends out into its circumference increase from week to week. To implant
these inside the centers for New Work, and to thereby make them accessible to
those on the other side of the digital divide, has been one of the hallmarks of New
Work. And that, naturally, has to be included in the picture. I discuss the same
issues in other meetings with groups of graduate students, or other low-income
groups. And as you of course know some of my most intense and concentrated
work was with the chronically unemployed and seriously poor. Every step that we
have taken applies equally to them. In fact much that we developed with those
groups might be of great use to you.
All of you may not know that this includes, for example, on-line shopping. We
worked on this with the inner city churches of Detroit as long as ten years ago. But
we also explored in the same context the myriad other tasks for which computers
are at this point used, from the booking of tickets for vacations to the obtaining of
up-to-date medical information, from the monitoring of one’s bank accounts to the
purchasing of insurance, from the playing of games to the serious advancing of
one’s education. All of these would also be improved and enlarged in your own
situation. If all of these things were done in the common spaces instead of in your
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mono-house, and if there were help from mentors and encouragement, and also the
company of other people, then the use made of them would become better
understood and subsequently increase. As most everybody has by now begun to
realize, we are moving towards a convergence. Television and the fax-machine, also
the old mainstay traditional telephone, as well as music, radio and photography, all
of these are being merged and absorbed and melded into the computer. If you lived
with one foot in the center, and the center became the theater in which the main
dramas (not the side shows) of the computer were performed, then the entire range
of these developments could be used with more intelligence and more efficiency.
We should look at the topic of computers in a still larger, more comprehensive
context. What we have so far done with them is pathetic, ludicrous, more than that
it is an infuriating story. One could run up a high tower and from the very top of it
let out the most echoing, the most penetrating, the most ear- and glass-shattering
shout of exasperation that anyone has ever heard. What an unbelievable marvel of
an invention! And what have we made of it? How have we used it? The little
comparison to the Chinese and gunpowder you more likely than not have heard.
But if you would in earnest measure the computer against what it could do, if we
had performed a “possibility assessment” and had, in a disciplined, sustained and
competent way spelled out what we could achieve with it, then Chinese gunpowder
is a joke, a farce compared to that!
We reduced it, we amputated it, we straight-jacketed it and belittled it. We should
have connected the invention of the computer with the fact that agriculture was
somewhere near 85% of the totality of all needed work and that this is now down to
3% (!) and still falling. With 82% of the world’s working energy suddenly freed,
what could we do with that? Add to that the energy released through the invention
of the computer. We should have convened a world conference to address the
question of how to utilize that incalculable excess, that towering free surplus.
It should have been obvious the next morning that the job-system, the fantastic
notion of working forty-five years for someone else was finished and dead in the
water. But instead we shouted that nothing was amiss, that nothing new had
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happened, that we should continue exactly as before, only faster and with still more
determination. What we got was an excess so enormous that the privileged drown
in the sewage of it even on the very top of their flagpoles. That, and an economy of
“service.” An economy symbolized by the fact that in New York City you can see a
line of women in the morning who all hope to be hired for the day. Their job will
be kissing toes in beauty and barber shops, a job added as a service after the glut in
the polishing of nails had lasted for too long. This is another way of seeing the
choice you are about to make. We have the knowledge and the tools to provide not
just for our bare needs, but for our human needs with very little of the old Bible
sweat. We can either deny that fact and give everyone a little shovel so we can all
bury our heads collectively in deep sand or we can do something else. How it
would look and feel to do something has been the purpose of these talks.
The Work Of Hi-Tech-Self-Providing
The immediate personal experience of doing any of the work comprised in HTSP
would naturally be sharply different from the experience of job-work. The gaping
difference lies in this case between work that one does either directly for oneself or
for members of one’s immediate group. As in farming, or in building a table for
one’s own family, there is an indubitable sense of purpose and of meaning. Often
others might stop by and watch and discuss the progress one is making. Very
possibly suggestions will be made and the finished product, whether it is a pie or a
New Work manufactured radio or TV set or pair of pants is tried and tasted,
appreciated or criticized.
However, the distance between the work involved in HTSP and most normal jobwork is even larger because much of the self-providing work calls for imagination
and invention. A person moves forward and makes something that has not been
group-manufactured before. Doing this means that one is engaged in a common
mega-project: namely, the further development of HTSP as one encompassing
endeavor. Many have by now recognized that, if there is hope to be had for our
multiple dilemmas, then very likely HTSP will be one component of the solution.
Advancing this frontier would therefore always be accompanied by a flush of
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excitement. Quite possibly, every new step might be shared that very evening with
the entire network of groups that have also joined in this high-aiming and longlasting pursuit. This might mean that on the next morning some response could
have come in from Chile or another one from Kazakhstan, where each appreciates
or in other ways reacts to the gain that was achieved just yesterday. To wrinkle
one’s nose and look down upon this form of self-making, because it is
manufacturing and not craft, and because it does not use antiquated but instead hitech tools, indeed computers, seems an absurd inverted snobbery. The tables could
very easily be turned: though the talents of many traditional craftsmen are truly
awesome, their actual work is much of the time done by rote. I have watched
goldsmiths in Toledo in Spain emboss the same pattern a hundred times, and the
same is true for the weavers and the potters of Mexico. On just that score the
contrast could not be wider. There is no reason, no need to manufacture six
hundred brooches or six hundred pots of the same kind. Not in a New Work group.
In most instances each separate piece would be unique and would be made one
time only. Very possibly one would show it off and maybe treasure it, even if it is
utilitarian. In fact, one’s basic relationship would be the reverse of the relationship
we have to the mass-produced. (Frithjof, I hope you are not even thinking of
confusing the crafting of multiple items with mass-producing!) The piece would not
be disposable, but one would have some permanent connection to it. The selfassembled car that can be altered is an obvious symbol for this. And that would be
one of the main reasons for, and one of the main advantages of HTSP. One would
keep things. In fact the idea of the “polarity of property” is applicable to this
situation. As we said before, ownership can be a burden, a weight, a chain around
one’s ankles. But it also can be the very opposite—an intense and sensuous
pleasure. To objects one has made oneself there is often a “dialectic” relationship.
They are self-expressions, mirrors that reflect back to us an image of what we are
and from which we learns about ourselves. Often this is stimulating, arousing and
electric and miles from the experience of owning yet more junk or trash. Things to
which one has this relationship one would naturally not throw away. They would
no be supplanted in one’s affection. This, too, leads to yet one more reduction of
waste and uselessness. But, as in much else we have discussed, it is in no way the
result of self-denial, on the contrary, it is part of the effort to build a long and
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splendid staircase on which more people can ascend upwards to their humanity.
Transportation
One very consistent pattern should by now be quite apparent—repeatedly, almost
monotonously, we come across the same bifurcation. The entire thrust in the
direction of HTSP comes to nothing if one person tries to realize it by her or
himself, in isolation. It remains a pitifully ineffectual gesture. The picture changes
totally if a group of around one hundred manage to collaborate. Then there are
hundreds of different things to do which draw on different people’s talents. It
makes financial sense, and with the intelligent use of advanced technologies you
can indeed meet 80% perhaps 85% of your human needs. The same is true for
WRRW. You need help to discover it, you need an economic base, you need all
manner of coordination, otherwise it turns into dilettantish nonsense, a hopeless
grasping for high branches that are out of your reach. The same with computers.
Contrary to a flood of pop cultural critique and remonstration, computers need not
be isolating. Once more the same bifurcation: if a computer system and in
particular the Internet is imaginatively used by a coherent group of one hundred
who collaborate, life-changing results can be achieved that to one person are
inconceivable pies in the sky. The same pattern holds for the domain of
transportation. All manner of laudable, sometimes heroic, sometimes selfpunishing and absurd efforts have been undertaken, but everybody knows that
most of it has been to no avail whatever. The difference lies again in the minimal
cooperation of a larger group. A degree of cooperation that follows more the model
of an apartment house than that associated with communes. Try to imagine the
situation three or five years from now: by then we might have twenty or thirty-five
NWPs scattered in the thinly populated areas of California. If something on that
order were to occur, what would be the consequences for transportation?
Please, do not misunderstand. We are still discussing your own personal decision,
which means that we are not concerned with the systemic, or with the macroeconomic, or the macro-ecological. These colossal things are not for the moment.
One of our New Work business ventures may be vastly better for the planet, a
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blessing for any number of endangered species, a boon for the water level or for the
ecology of the entire desert, but even if it would have a good effect on global
warming, that would still not be a good reason for throwing your lot in with it. All
of these grand reasons are temptations to sacrifice yourself. Therefore, stay away
from them. You will feel righteous, but full of hatred underneath your skin.. The
mantra of New Work has been from the start that it must be better on both counts: it
must be an improvement for the earth and the climate and all else, but it must also
at the same time enhance your life. And it must do this without compromise. It
must help you to be more the person you seriously want to be, help you to be a
more vigorous and more cheerful and a more splendid person. Perhaps I should
remind you of my favorite Trotsky quotation in which he said that if the food does
not taste better after the revolution, then the revolution will have been a mistake.
The same applies in this case. Yes there is the desert and yes there is the climate,
but if the result does not please your own taste buds then it will have been a
mistake.
After this much preparation let me say quite roundly that the first cardinal fact is
simply that New Work would bring commuting to a halt. One could say,
commuting will dissolve, not just into thin, but instead into clean air! This is one of
the gifts which New Work brings in its basket. An end to that life-arrangement, to
that life-truncation, of having white mice eat one third of each one of your days.
The elimination of commuting produces a sea-change. That by itself is like an arbor
through which one steps into a new culture. In light of this, the following dialogue
makes perfect sense: “Why, ultimately did you decide to live in a New Work way?”
Answer: “ Because I was in a sick and boiling rage about commuting!”
Commuting will turn into a painful memory largely because two and a half of the
three modalities of work will all be performed in the location of the habitat.
Clearly, this is true for HTSP. Whether it is work on education or on medicine or on
legal matters with the main computer, or work in the greenhouse, or in one or
another of the manufacturing or assembly shops, all of that is work that takes place
in or around the center. But so does at least a major portion of the second modality,
namely of the work as vocation: not all, but a great deal of that work might be
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project work on an invention, or on a video-tape, or also on pursuing experiments
in the perma-cultivation of new plants, or on whatever else it was that someone
chose seriously and in earnest to do, much of that is also in and around the NWP.
Which leaves the third modality, namely the job-work that still remains. If this is
one of the habitats that has an enterprise as part of its basic economic sustenance,
then some shop (say one in which brake-shoes are manufactured for the selfassembled car) will be in an assigned section of the center. If so, one will do the
roughly one day of job-work which one performs for cash in that location. Not a
commute away from the center, but inside it, past one of the children’s or art spaces,
to the left of the entertainment lounge. In sum: if one chooses to do most of one’s
work at home then one can do this.
(Note that this is very different from the one-time erroneous prognosis that the
prairies and the woods would soon be spotted with electronic cottages. Working
alone, locked up inside one’s empty, echoing mansion house is a claustrophobic
and spooky experience. Doing it somewhere in the exhilarating atmosphere of a
Center for New Work is eons removed from that. Also, keep in mind that children
will be continuous participants in the life of the place, as will naturally be people
who have matured, i.e. who are like ripe fruit, sweet and juicy.)
With commuting gone we face an entirely new situation. Often, when someone
says, “I need transportation,” the person means, “I need a car that will take me back
and forth to work.” In other words, for some people the two are synonymous, and
in that sense we start from a clean slate. Which also means, that some of the
dampening of high spirits under a thick blanket of guilt, just because someone
owns and drives a car, could now stop. This is once more a telling, typical situation
that could stand as a symbol for much else. The frowning on cars and the
pontificating are in any case frightfully ineffectual, as nearly all of us by now
know. So, in its place one might support New Work in any one out of six hundred
encouraging and cheerful ways. Once a person has adopted that form of life the
utter and unmitigated uselessness of cars will engrave itself a little deeper into his
mind every day. That route will be vastly more effective than the censorious frown.
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The difference between people who genuinely love cars the way other people love
trees or animals or mountains, and people who are basically indifferent to cars and
will use them only when they must, is quite possibly legitimate and deep. Why
should it not be? Therefore, those who find cars exhilarating and erotic and
intoxicating should by all means own them—though, as in all else, with
intelligence and discrimination. This points of course to the owning of one of the
electric, self-assembled cars that we already know, and which seem singularly
suited for such aficionados. A car that you know inside out, because you have
assembled it yourself, a car that looks as if its father had been a muscular Ferrari
and its mother a voluptuous Porsche, a car that you can tinker with and endlessly
re-shape, and that in addition to all that will not tear a hole into the bottom of your
bank account - - is there a devotee of cars that could ask for more?
Some New Work people will very likely own that sort of car. The places which we
are in the process of setting up might be in landscapes in which it would be
wonderful to have exactly that kind of light and agile automobile. Still, it would be
the exception. The big majority of people in NWPs would have no yen whatever for
a small red convertible. Some of them might prefer a self-assembled sedan or
station wagon. To see the larger picture accurately it must be underscored that the
central feature of this arrangement is the dual car. There should be a fleet of cars
that the center shares or owns in common. The cars in that fleet should be as
diverse as the purposes for which we use cars. Beyond the normal range of cars
there might be a water-truck, and a tractor and a limousine in case there is a
wedding. The self-assembled car would be a second additional vehicle, somewhat
like the “city-cars” that many have proposed. Crucial for the bigger picture is that
possibly more than half of the people living in an NWP would have no use or
purpose or desire for a second car. The fleet would be quite enough for their needs.
That there is a close connection between the problem of transportation and the jobsystem surely does not need to be belabored. If commuting drops away, then
transportation no longer is a probem. This is one more nodal point where the
advantages of New Work becomes apparent. Admittedly with some extravagance I
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would argue here, as elsewhere, that if you are serious about the environment, then
change the job-system. If you are serious about the excessive power of the
corporations, then change the job-system. If you are serious about the problem of
transportation, then change the job-system.

The Personal Space
By now we have met as many as six or eight times. I know that some of you have
talked among yourselves. It is my impression that groups have formed, that several
of you focussed in on specific HTSP products while others have gone out to
different edges of the wilderness in search of possible locations. This could be the
last time that this particular group gets together. It feels as if you are ready to
subdivide so that you can better follow through on the three possible locations that
might be right for, or so you can start making plans around the one product you are
hoping to develop and to make. With that in mind I want to focus on the subject
that I purposely postponed and saved up for last.
The one complaint that I heard at least a hundred times and that prompted me to
come out and have these meetings was the most basic of them all. A great many of
you at one point or another in the preparatory conversations said: “ I do not have a
life.” If I understood you at all then you meant that you had not had a life at any
rate for the last ten years, not just in the months since the big bubble burst, but
quite specifically long before. More specifically, ever since you felt that an accident
had dragged you into a weird, whirling machine. You had lost control. Things piled
up around you, specifically requirements and demands. You did not have a life
because you were continuously racing as fast as your legs could carry you, like a
desperate bowlegged Charlie Chaplin figure, from one end of your boat where a
leak had sprung that needed to be plugged, to the next leak at the opposite far end.
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That is what these meetings really were about. Yes, there is the macro-economic,
and yes there is the macro-ecological, and yes there is the job-corporate complex
and there are strategies. But finally it is only your own life that counts. I utterly
believe that living in an NWP would give you some protection. It would insulate
you against some useless pressures and some absurd stress. I also utterly believe
that the actual experience of the work of HTSP, as much as the other work that you
really-really want to do, would help you to become a very different person, more
open, more acute and more aware. Still, from one angle this is all preliminary. It
only sets the stage. It only fences off the room in which the only thing that really
counts could happen. When all’s said and done it depends on your inner life, that
you can have an inner life, an inner life that is your own.
So there is one mistake I would ask you not to make! Do not think that, because
you now have a general idea of the shapes and outlines of the common space, and
of the uses it might serve, that the nature, the quality, the size, the lay-out of the
personal spaces go without saying; that these are merely the complement, the other
half of the New Work center spaces, the other half of the same coin. Do not assume
that the shape and function of the personal spaces, maybe even the life inside them,
have now become predictable, that once one knows the character of the common,
then the personal follows so inevitably that they can be easily imagined and that it
is hardly necessary to spell them out.
This would be a sad and calamitous procedure, not just lame and lifeless and
without imagination. Far worse, it would be an insult to all the basic ideas that
underlie New Work; it would be like sticking out your tongue. What should go
without saying, what should be self-evident is that we of course have to proceed in
the diametrically opposite direction. Therefore we now need to think together
about the design, the feel, the function, of your personal spaces because they are
most close, most intimate to you, literally something like your second skin. Of all
things they certainly must be something that you really-really-want, they must be
attuned to you, must fit you. One perhaps could compromise, be lax, indifferent
about some things, but not about these. They, more than all other things, should
have a “dialectical” relationship to you. By which I mean that you should interact
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with them, and that they should confront you, while they at the same time give you
the chance to recognize yourself. Your own personal space should be an
opportunity to make yourself manifest in the external world, and by means of that
to stimulate, to invigorate, to arouse, and to correct who and what you are.
Of the many topics we have considered this may be the single one where the
connection to our first premise is most important. That human beings do not arrive
in this world complete and finished, and that, therefore, no sentence is more
mistaken than the dictum that “man is born free,” is one of the bed-rocks on which
our thinking about this should take place. Human beings are more exposed, more
sensitive, more “open” to the world around them than perhaps any other creature.
That vulnerability is the other side of our extraordinary brain. That is why we are
more easily influenced, more easily shaped, also more easily malformed and
crippled than other creatures. Therefore, no other task is as important as the effort
to compensate for this excess, to give us in spite of that “metaphysical disability,”
that “metaphysical handicap,” a sense of self. From all the rooftops shouts come
down to us that we must discover who we are, that we must undertake the perilous
underground dark river journey to the heart of who we are. For this journey we
need all the pilots and all the navigational assistance we can get.
We must descend down to a deeper question. Why in the first place should we have
a space that strengthens and supports and invigorates our individuality? Is that a
luxury, or is it a new twenty-first century need? How pressing is this function, and
hence how important is this space? That question calls upon the widest and most
encompassing intellectual framework which New Work has evolved.
The fact that we are “metaphysically challenged,” that we do not have a self, and do
not know who we are, and thus suffer from the poverty of our own desires, is
perhaps the first, primordial reason why so very many do not really live their lives,
but instead move through their life like bottles on an assembly line. The function
of education, of art, of our values, of society and the task of our individual lives
should therefore be the strengthening of the self. That we still are worlds away
from this everybody knows. But, on the other hand, there are moments when we
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begin to lurch in this direction. New Work, reduced to three sentences, is contained
in the idea that the imaginative and intelligent use of technology can bring us to the
point where work itself is part of the effort to strengthen ourselves; where work,
instead of draining and debilitating us, could be transformed into the source of our
energy and strength and therefore jubilation.
These are the general foundational ideas that support the entire structure of New
Work. These are notions that apply across the board to almost anything you care to
mention. The concern with our personal space goes beyond this. There are special
reasons for considering how it contributes to the enhancement of our individuality.
We have reasons to demand and to expect more from our personal space than from
a host of other things to which we have barely any relationship at all. These reasons
are closely intertwined with the entire panoply of social change that we discussed
earlier when we were talking about the obsolescence of the mansion houses in
which most of you have lived during the last ten years.
The Bridge Of Vines
Not only has the “external shape” of the family changed. Not only are there fewer
children, who leave home much sooner, and parents who both work. The inner
content has also changed, and, to my mind at least, sometimes in positive and even
enviable ways. Many marriages, though technically not “arranged,” were business,
inheritance, property propositions, and much of married life was at best a
partnership in divided work. Now, thanks to a legion of disparate factors, in many
cases, especially among the young, the expectations are geared more towards high
emotions, chief among them love, but also towards much mutual understanding
and mutual support.
Not always, but in many cases, the relationship for a far greater span of time is oneon-one (having children is postponed), and therefore more intimate and more
complex. There is the very great advantage that a person can “practice” marriage,
that he and she can live together, without anybody’s eyebrows being raised, and
thus go into marriage far more seasoned and more skilled than past generations
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did. Also, to a degree, people are less promiscuous, partly because it is possible to
“rehearse,” partly because of AIDS, but also because trust and intimacy are
seriously sought out. (Not long ago that would have seemed quite a utopian hope.)
Very importantly, the relationship to one’s main partner is far more singular and
carries far more weight. In comparison to some earlier cultures, we have obviously
sustained a mighty loss. Gone is the extended family, gone is the stable and
sometimes supportive village, gone are most relationships of any sort of
permanence. Only one is left: the relationship to one’s partner.
That has, evidently, two contrasting aspects. Because the weight is not
“distributed,” a great load comes to rest all in one place. How many roles do we
expect each other to fulfill? Can she possibly be friend, and counselor, and
therapist and business consultant and skillful courtesan all at the same time? And
the converse for him? Is the pattern of many relationships that they literally stagger
for a short stretch under this combined weight, and then collapse?
Some years ago, I made a half hour TV tape on “Marriage in our Culture.” I started
from the idea that monogamy was historically a rare and exceptional institution,
and that in most ages all manner of allowances and exceptions for it were arranged.
The weeks of carnival were, at least in many countries, one annual “vacation” from
the constraints of monogamy – which was facilitated by the convenience of wearing
masks. In every court, and there were courts in most medium-sized towns, were
numerous “ladies in waiting” who also helped in this regard. And, to this day, this
is one difference between Europe and the United States: in Europe it is understood
and accepted that people in public life have of course affairs, while in the United
States the newspapers write about it. The very idea of taking monogamy
“seriously,” i.e. of wanting literally to abide by it, is just one of many other similar
Protestant aberrations.
Onto this background I projected the clustered accretion of the numerous
expectations which are typical of us, and moved on from there to the one image that
seemed to me sharply illuminating: I called this “The Bridge of Vines.” I painted
the image of a tenuous, frail bridge – for the bridge that holds relationships
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together is not a firm external institution like property, but is vaporous, a mere
emotion - - love. And yet, over that bridge of vines we try to drive the weight of a
Mack truck! Small wonder that a bridge this tenuous cannot support the pressure of
such piled-up weight.
The change that has taken place is a simultaneous double change. Because so very
much that used to be around us has dropped away we pile up an enormous
concentration of demands and needs on the single really intimate relationship we
have. At the same time there are only the flimsiest of structures to support this
weight. That is the crucial point. I am proposing that our personal space is best
equipped to lend some of this support, to place buttresses and struts where they are
now lacking. I want to formulate this quite emphatically so it begins to come
across.
How can I discover what I seriously and deeply want to do? How can one assist
another person in that quest? For better or worse, I am linking this most
philosophical and religious question with the crass materiality of one’s space and
one’s habitat. I am saying that if this space, right up to the touching of my skin, is
sterile and aseptic and hostile to any form of life, then I will be standing every day
and every night in a storm of icy sand. And, naturally, also the reverse. If
everything in that space guides and encourages this quest then it can make the
difference between endurance and capitulation.
That is one of the most compelling reasons for living with one foot in a center and
the other in one’s private space. If most of the mundane, utilitarian needs are met
by the center, then the personal space is free, and you can design and structure it so
that it will be attuned and responsive to your struggling development. To put this
into a stronger light, think in terms of one more polarity. We touched on the
polarity of work. There is also a polarity of property. Owning can be like having
too much luggage on a trip. On the other extreme there can be objects that reach out
to you every time you see or touch them like a comforting and caressing hand. I
have one pair of shoes and one briefcase that relate to me like this. That should give
you the idea. An entire space that is like one of these special objects in as many
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details as you can arrange.
This means that one first plank we can put down is simply the phrase ‘the exact
opposite.’ Which is to say, the exact opposite of what houses, in general, have
tended to be in the recent past. Not neutral, not impersonal, not anonymous, not
off-the-rack, not prefabricated, not conceived by a “developer.” But instead of all
that, a space that holds the external, public world at bay, that puts up its walls to
protect and to shelter you. To accomplish this it must express in the feel of its
materials and of its design, that the repulsive pressure of the outside world, along
with its ceaseless barrage of advertising and its insistence that one should buy, will
be resisted! That this world will not be brought right to the edge of your own bed,
but will be stopped exactly where the personal space begins.
The words “shelter” and “protect” are of course too narrow or one-sided. The task is
far more manifold. The house or space, with everything that is within it, should
also give you strength to persist in your ultimate pursuit. Its mood should
encourage you and cheer you up, but it should also give you nourishment.
Crucially, it needs to be a mirror that reflects back to you who and what you are.
Still more centrally, it needs to be raw-material with which you can work, which
you can mold and fashion and transform, so that it speaks to you. It gives you the
opening, the chance to express yourself, and then reports back to you what the
formerly pent-up and unknown, now in broad day-light, has become. It thus must
be flexible and changeable, malleable as if it were made of wax. Most patently and
on the surface this means that the walls must not be made out of a material that
anchors them to the ground as if for eternity once and for all in the same place. But
the same applies to every angle and every piece of furniture. It must be ready to
receive the form you give it.
A personal house, or a space designed to be personal, cannot perform the function
that is its proper due, if it does not incarnate and support the archetypal drama that
much of the time most our lives are about. Namely, the drama of fashioning, of
sculpting yourself, of turning yourself into the artist who has made your life.
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Slowly what we are planning will become more defined till you can see with ever
greater sharpness and clarity what you might want to do. I will not paint once more
the pathology of our culture, and even less the great corporate job-complex, in order
to invite you. Very deliberately and on purpose I avoid this. You should not make
your decision in the name of anything. Do not give in to that great nostalgia. Do not
sacrifice yourselves. Do not lose yourselves in a cause or purpose. Find yourselves
instead. You and you and you. Add your choices one by one like beads. That kind
of work. That kind of center. That transportation. That kind of private space. That
kind of schedule. Pull all of this together and then decide whether you want to help
build one of

